1.Introduction
At present there are two main approaches to the problem of gravitational radiation from bounded sources in general relativity; that of Bondi 1, 2] and Sachs 3] and that of Penrose 4] in the framework of his conformal technique. The rst approach was preceded by pioneering work of Trautman 5 ] on boundary conditions appropriate for gravitational radiation. Bondi, van der Burg, Metzner 2] and Sachs 3] analyzed the Einstein equations under the assumption that the spacetime metric admits a power series expansion in a distance from sources (measured along a system of null geodesics) with the leading term being the Minkowski metric. The main result was a simple de nition of the total gravitational energy (the Bondi mass), which, due to the Einstein equations, is a nonincreasing function of a retarded time (a similar result was obtained earlier in 5], see 6]). Asymptotic properties of the Riemann tensor were obtained in the form of the 'peeling o ' theorem 3], which generalizes a description found by Trautman 5 ]. An important observation was that the asymptotic symmetry group (the Bondi-Metzner-Sachs group) is much larger than the Poincare group.
A rst explicit model of gravitational radiation from bounded sources was proposed by Robinson and Trautman 7] . In this model the vacuum Einstein equations reduce to a single equation. The Robinson-Trautman metrics admit a shear free congruence of null geodesics (with vanishing twist). The assumption that such a congruence (with or without twist) exists proved to be very e ective in solving the Einstein equations (especially when combined with the Newman-Penrose calculus 9], see 8] and references therein). Unfortunately, none of known vacuum solutions represents (to the knowledge of the authors) a realistic model of gravitational radiation from bounded sources.
Penrose 4] encoded the Bondi-Sachs conditions into conformal properties of spacetime. This approach turned out to be very useful in studying asymptotic properties of gravitational elds (see e.g. 10] ). An important link between the two approaches was found by Tamburino and Winicour 11] who gave a construction of the Bondi-Sachs coordinates for 1 metrics satisfying Penrose's assumptions and the vacuum Einstein equations. The latter assumption was weakened in the work of Persides 12] , who investigated conditions on the conformal factor (without referring to the Einstein equations) which are responsible for particular properties of the Bondi-Sachs metrics. This paper was a motivation for the present work since, in our feeling, some statements in 12] need a clari cation.
In Sec 2 we shortly review the Bondi-Sachs considerations in slightly more geometrical terms. In Sec 3 we present a variant of the Penrose conformal approach which is very close to that of Bondi and Sachs. In Sec 4 we perform the Tamburino-Winicour construction in a compact form and we nd conditions on the conformal factor equivalent to the main assumptions about the Bondi-Sachs metrics. In Sec 5 we relate these conditions with properties of the Ricci tensor. In Sec 6 we consider the Robinson-Trautman metrics, their conformal properties and the existence of the corresponding Bondi-Sachs coordinates.
We assume the metric signature + ? ??. The physical spacetime and its metric are denoted byM;g whereas the unphysical (partially compacti ed) spacetime and its metric are M; g. Coordinates on M and the scri J + are given, respectively, by x and x i , where = 0; 1; 2; 3 and i = 0; 2; 3. Equations to be satis ed only on J + are denoted with 'hat'. Partial derivatives of a eld are denoted by ; or @ and covariant derivatives with respect to g are given by j .
Bondi-Sachs metrics
In the Bondi-Sachs description of gravitational radiation from bounded sources 2,3] one assumes that spacetime contains a domainM 0 , which is di eomorphic to the exterior of the timelike cylinder r = r 0 in the Minkowski space (here r is the radial distance measured by some inertial observer and r 0 is a constant). The only boundary ofM 0 is the cylinder. It is assumed thatM 0 admits a foliation by null surfaces u = const, which is a smooth deformation of the foliation of Minkowski space by future null cones and it tends to the latter far away from the cylinder. The manifoldM 0 is the product R R S 2 , where S 2 is the 2-dimensional sphere. Its metric takes the form g = du(g 00 du + 2g 01 dr + 2!) + r 2 g 2 ;
(1) where u; r are coordinates of R R andg 00 ;g 01 ;!;g 2 are, respectively, two functions, a 1-form and a metric on S 2 . All these objects may depend on u and r. They should satisfy the following asymptotic conditions at future null in nity (i.e. when r ! 1 and u stays bounded):g
In order to study the Einstein equations in the asymptotic region one assumes that all components of the metric (1) allow expansions into (negative or positive) powers of r (see 13] for a more general approach). By virtue of (2)-(5) this means that g 00 ;g 01 ;!; g 2 depend smoothly on = r ?1 up to = 0: (6) In addition to (1)-(6) one usually assumes that the coordinate r is so called luminosity distance 3]. In our setting this requirement reads det g 2 = det g S ; (7) where determinants are taken with respect to any system of coordinates on S 2 . Condition (7) assures that the area of any 2-surface given by u = const; r = const is equal to 4 r 2 .
For metrics satisfying (1)- (5) equality (7) can be achieved by a transformation of r provided r@ u (det g 2 ) ! 0:
The latter condition is important for a proof of nitness of the total gravitational energymomentum of a surface tending asymptotically to u = const. It is satis ed ifg is a solution of the Einstein equations in vaccum (or the Ricci tensor ofg falls down su ciently fast at null in nity, see Sec 5) .
If (1)- (6) are satis ed then one can relate with metric (1) a conformally equivalent metric g g = 2g = du( 2g 00 du ? 2g 01 d + 2 2! ) + g 2 ; (8) which is smooth and nondegenerate up to = 0. Thus, one can attach toM 0 a boundary J + , given by = 0 and equipped with the structure of R S 2 , such that metric (8) extends to J + . Substituting = 0 in (8) yields the standard metric of the sphere (with the minus sign because of our choice of the metric signature). It follows that surface J + is null with respect to the metric (8) .
The existence of a conformal compacti cation of spacetime with the above properties is a basic assumption in the Penrose description of asymptotically at elds 4].
Conformal properties of spacetime
Guided by the conformal approach of Penrose and taking into account the properties of the Bondi-Sachs metrics we make the following assumptions about spacetime. (12) Above assumptions are closely related to the notion of weak asymptotic simplicity 4,10] restricted to J + . We discuss them shortly in this section and in the next section we nd supplementary conditions on , which guarantee thatg has properties (1)- (5) and, possibly, (7) .
Under a conformal transformation of the sphere its standard metric 
It follows from (9)- (13) that the conformal factor and the unphysical metric g are de ned up to the transformation 0 = a ; g 0 = a 2 g; (14) where a is a positive function such that (on J + ) a=a 0 ; a 0 being given by (13) .
On J + one can introduce coordinates x i = u; x A , where A = 2; 3, such that v = j @ = ? @ u (15) and x A are (local) coordinates on S 2 . Given equation (15) de nes u up to the transformation u 0 = u + f(x A ); where f is a function on S 2 . Due to (14) this freedom extends to the Bondi-Metzner-Sachs transformation 2, 3, 14] u 0 = a ?1 0 u + f(x A ); where a 0 is given by (13) .
Solutions of the Einstein equations are usually obtained in local coordinates. In order to nd J + and the conformal factor one has to investigate global properties of the solution. It seems that there is no simple method of localizing J + however an analysis of invariants of the Riemann tensor (they should vanish on J + if spacetime is to be asymptotically at) might be helpful.
Assume that conditions (a) and (b) are satis ed. Then is given up to the transformation 0 = a ; a > 0 on J + : (16) It follows from (10) that the vector eld v given by (11) is tangent to J + . Assumption (c) is always satis ed locally. A neccessary condition to obtain (d) (even locally) is that for an in the class de ned by (16) the metric g is u-independent
(L v denotes the Lie derivative along v). When (17) is satis ed and condition (c) is true globally then g must be proportional to the standard metric g S and an appropriate rescaling of yields (12) . In order to nd the proportionality factor one can proceed as follows (at least in principle). First one should solve a system of linear equations for a complex function (coordinate) such that
where f = f( ; ). This function is de ned up to the transformation 0 = h( ); 
It follows from (10) and (17) that
where = dx is a 1-form. In terms of covariant (with respect to the unphysical metric g) derivatives of equation (22) 
(with some function ) under (16) . The last condition can be easily veri ed when a conformal factor , satisfying assumptions (a) and (b), is proposed. One does not have to do this if the Ricci tensor falls down su ciently fast at null in nity (see Sec 5).
Existence of Bondi-Sachs coordinates
Assume that conditions (a)-(d) are satis ed and the coordinates u, x A on J + (see (15) ) are chosen. In order to obtain the Bondi-Sachs form ofg one de nes coordinates x in the following way 11]. From each point of J + we send intoM a null geodesic in the direction orthogonal to the section u = const of J + passing through this point. These geodesics form a null congruence K emanating from J + . A point p in a neighbourhood M 0 of J + can be described by a value of the conformal factor at the point and by position of the corresponding point in J + which is linked to p by one of the geodesics. In this 
where p is a function. The orthogonality of k to the spheres u = const on J + implies pn A= 0:
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The function p must not vanish on J + (otherwise the metric tensor g would be degenerated on J + due to (28) and the orthogonality of @ u to all vectors tangent to J + ). Hence n A = 0 and g = du(g 00 du + 2g 01 d + 2!) + g 2 ; (29) where ! = ! A dx A ; g 2 = g AB dx A dx B are, respectively, a 1-form and a metric on the sphere S 2 (in general, they depend on and u). Substituting = r ?1 into the physical metricg = ?2 g (onM 0 ) yields the Bondi-Sachs form (1) however not all of the properties (2)- (5) 
In order to investigate other asymptotic properties of (29) it is useful to express components of g in the following form g 0i = 0; g 01 = n; g 11 = n 2 (! A ! A ? g 00 ); g 1A = ?n! A ; (2)- (5) . In order to express lacking conditions in terms of let us calculate j and j j in the coordinates u; ; x A . Using the standard formula for the Christo el coe cients ? 1 (note that j = 1 ) and taking their limits on J + shows that equation (24) is satis ed with =@ g 0 . In order to have g 00 = 0( 2 ); ! = 0( 2 ) (as in (8) 
where q is a function on J + related to g 01 by @ g 01= q:
If (33 ) is satis ed then using (31) yields j j = g 11 = ?g 00 + 0( 3 ):
Hence, to obtain ?2 g 00= 1 (as in (2)) one should require ?2 j j = ? 1:
Equation (33) is invariant under the transformation (14) whereas the l.h.s. of (34) (16) (38) On the other hand, if equality (38) is true then one can use transformation (14) with a = ( det g S det g 2 ) 1=4 (39)
to de ne a new coordinate r for which condition (7) is already satis ed (note that a=1 and from (38) it follows that a ;u =0, hence (34) is preserved). In this sense equations (7) and (38) are equivalent. We summarize these results in the following proposition.
Proposition 1. Assumptions (1)-(6) (and (7) 
Properties of the Ricci tensor
The conformal transformation (9) (1)- (7). They are automatically satis ed ifg is a solution of the vacuum Einstein equations (then also q = 0). In a presence of matter, in order to satisfy (47) and (50) one has to impose appropriate conditions on the energy momentum tensor on J + .
Robinson-Trautman metrics
In this section we investigate asymptotic properties and the Bondi-Sachs coordinates for the Robinson and P is an r-independent function subject to further condition following from the Einstein equations. In general, these coordinates are not the Bondi-Sachs coordinates. In this section the latter coordinates will be denoted with prime. The structure ofg and that of invariants of the Weyl tensor suggests the following form of the conformal factor = f r ;
where f = f(u; ; ). On J + one has = 0 whereas the coordinates u; are arbitrary (real and complex, respectively). 
In order to extend the coordinates u 0 ; ; on J + to the Bondi-Sachs coordinates u 0 ; 0 ; 0 one has rst to solve the nonlinear equation (see (25) and is given by (59). They can be used to obtain an approximate expression for the Robinson-Trautman metrics in terms of the Bondi-Sachs coordinates. Some characteristics of this expression (especially the Bondi mass) will be published elsewhere.
In the case of vacuum the requirement of regularity of f on R S 2 is a strong condition on solutions of the reduced Einstein equations. Then f has to be an everywhere positive solution of the equation f 2 (f 2 ln f + f 2 ) + 12m(lnf) ;u ? 4m ;u = 0; (64) where is the Laplace operator on S 2 = 2(1 + =2) 2 @ @ (see 17] for an advanced analysis of equation (64)). In the case of pure radiation the only requirement is f 2 (f 2 ln f + f 2 ) + 12m(lnf) ;u ? 4m ;u 0: 
